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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design, implementation and evaluation of low- cost

motion capture systems with the support of hardware- software interfaces for

real- time automated simulation generation using CAD models. To capture the

motions of 3D objects in a physical environment, stereo vision systems are

developed using two kinds of inexpensive, off- the- shelf cameras: 1) Wii Remote

(Wiimote) and 2) Firefly MV. In this paper, we present the system’s architectural

design, the software developed to implement and integrate several existing

algorithms, and effective approaches to addressing practical issues such as

camera calibration, object identification, and registration between the real- world

and virtual- world coordinate frames. Application examples have been developed

to demonstrate real- time automated generation of simulations of assembly

operations using Siemens NX software for CAD modeling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Assembling a product or its subsystems often involves fairly sophisticated sequences of operations

performed by one or more operators with various tools and parts. It is necessary to effectively train

new operators on the assembly process. Using video to show an assembly process is better than using

text with photos [1]. However, in the video format, crucial movements of objects could be obscured by

other objects in the foreground. Moreover, video information cannot be modified easily to depict

alternative methods for improving existing assembly operations or for planning new operations for

variant assembly tasks. Thus, a great need exists for CAD model based assembly simulation.

A major problem in assembly simulation is to construct the assembly sequence, including the

timing of part movements, which often is laborious and costly if done manually [7]. One approach to

addressing this issue is to capture movements of parts, tools, and/or operators with attachment of
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sensors (e.g., LEDs) onto these objects that can provide their positions and orientations in real time

during an actual assembly process. Then, the CAD models can generate the assembly simulation using

the obtained motion data from sensors. With the CAD model based assembly simulation, a new

assembly operator can view the assembly process from various angles and animated at various speeds

as desired. Moreover, the assembly sequence can be modified easily to investigate alternative assembly

sequences for the purposes of reducing cycle time, improving workspace safety, etc.

Motion capture systems based on optical, magnetic, acoustic, inertial and other technologies have

been explored by researchers for many years, and commercial products are continuously evolving. In

particular, multi- camera motion capture systems continue to evolve because of the decreasing prices

of powerful computers and cameras. Among them are infrared- based optical motion capture systems

(e.g., iotracker, PhaseSpace, Vicon, ART Gmbh, and NaturalPoint), which are becoming increasingly

popular because of their high resolution and flexibility. However, most of these systems are priced in

the range of tens of thousands of dollars. The lack of affordability has prohibited their wide

applications. Recently some researchers have investigated development of a vision system based on

low- cost cameras [3,13]. Our research group has developed a low- cost motion capture system using

Wiimotes [15], and has extended the research from a single stereo vision system to a distributed setup

of cameras for tracking a large area [12].

In this paper, we present a fairly comprehensive description of our development of Wiimote and

Firefly MV cameras based low- cost motion capture for automated CAD model based assembly

simulation. The designed software system architecture can be used to develop flexible low- cost motion

capture systems with support of hardware interfaces for practically any types of off- the- shelf cameras

and other components, yet providing features and capabilities of a much more expensive motion

capture system available commercially. The motion capture system is developed to work with active

markers and all the processing is done by the software on a mid- level workstation. The Wiimote based

stereo vision system developed has been demonstrated to track the position and orientation of one

object at 100 HZ with an average measurement error of 2.7mm. For the Firefly MV cameras based

stereo vision system, we describe the image processing, LED correspondence, and object identification

algorithms that need to be implemented and integrated to build a motion capture system. This system

has been demonstrated to track the position and orientation of 5 objects simultaneously at 60 fps with

an average system- level accuracy of 0.75 mm and a latency of 15- 30 ms, depending on the number of

targets in the scene. The caputred motion data is used to automatically generate an assembly

simulation using NX software for CAD modeling.

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Firefly MV cameras are 1/3” progressive scan CMOS cameras with a maximum resolution of

752x480 pixels. They interface with the computer using the IEEE 1394 port and can run up to 63 fps at

the maximum resolution. The two cameras with IR filters as shown in Fig. 1(a) form a stereo vision

system, which theoretically can detect as many IR hotspots as desired. A Wiimote camera contains a

CMOS sensor with 128× 96 pixels. It can provide a 1024× 768 pixel resolution after sub- pixel image

processing. With an IR filter, a Wiimote can detect up to four IR hotspots and transmit their pixel

coordinates via wireless Bluetooth at a rate of 120 Hz. A Wiimote has a measurement range of 7

meters. It is very inexpensive and easily portable. The Wiimote - based stereo vision system is shown in

Fig. 1(b). The cost of one Wiimote is only $40, and the cost of one Firefly MV including its lens and

filter is about $350.
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Fig. 1: Stereo vision system based on (a) Firefly MV cameras, and (b) Wiimote cameras.

The system’s architecture, as shown in Fig. 2, is designed to support pluggable cameras. An

interface is created to support additional cameras without requiring the creation of a separate

application. The developed system is based on optical markers using IR LEDs that are sensitive to

infrared light. As shown in Fig. 2, the Firefly MV camera based system and the Wiimote based system

use different procedures to find the object’s position and orientation. For tracking with the Wiimote,

the 3D positions of the tracking points can be calculated from their image pixel coordinates provided

by the Wiimote directly, without the need to develop image processing software by the user. For

tracking with the Firefly MV, the camera output is the image with some bright blobs. Image processing,

LED correspondence, and object identification software must be developed and integrated to find the

position and orientation of each object. The motion data of an assembly operation captured in real

time by the Wiimote or Firefly MV based system is transported to Siemens NX software to generate the

simulation based on the CAD models of the tracked objects. A key point in designing the system

architecture is that image grabbing should remain independent of the rest of the data processing in

order to ensure that the system runs at the desired frame rate and that any delay in image and data

processing will not cause the software program to skip image frames.

3 STEREO VISION

3.1 Principle of Stereo Vision

Two cameras can be used to form a stereo vision system to track the motion of infrared LEDs attached

to workpieces, tools and operators in an assembly operation. The basic principle of stereo vision is

illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows a simplified configuration of two parallel cameras. Let’s assume that

the two cameras have identical intrinsic parameters and that the straight line connecting the two

cameras’ optical centers is coincident with the x
c
- axis. In the figure, point P has the coordinates (X

C
, Y

C
,

Z
C
) and projects to both camera sensors. The pair of image points u

1
and u

2
of point P are referred to as

conjugate points. The difference between the image locations of the two conjugate points is the

disparity d= u
1
- u

2
. The Z

C
coordinate, which is the distance of P from the stereo vision system, can be

calculated as

d

fb
ZC  (1)

where f is the focal length of the camera, and b is the basis length (distance between the two cameras).

Thus, the position of the point can be calculated using the image data from the two cameras based on

the triangulation principle. Note that it is necessary to determine the intrinsic parameters of both

cameras and the transformation between the two coordinate frames.
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Fig. 2: System architecture.

Fig. 3: Principle of stereo vision system.

3.2 Coverage of a Stereo Vision System

An important parameter in a stereo system is the coverage, which is the overlapping region of the two

cameras’ coverage regions. As shown in Fig. 4, two cameras are placed such that their centers are
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connected by a horizontal line. The overlapping area at the distance of H from this line is represented

by the length L and width W. The length L can be calculated as

2 tan
2

L H b


  2 tan
2

W H



(2)

For the Wiimote, θ= 410, α= 300 is the horizontal and vertical view angle, b= 10 cm is the assumed basis

length, and H= 7 m is the height. Note that 7 m is the maximum distance that the Wiimote can sense in

a direction perpendicular to the image chip. Therefore, a single stereo system’s tracking area is 5.1m

× 3.75m at the height of 7 m. For the Firefly MV camera, θ=α= 46.20, the tracking area is 5.9m × 6m at

the height of 7m. However, the maximum distance the Firefly MV camera can track is much larger than

7 meters.

Fig. 4: Coverage of a stereo vision system.

4 CAMERA CALIBRATION

Let a point P in 3D space have the coordinates (X
C
, Y

C
, Z

C
) and its image p have the coordinates (u, v).

Based on the pinhole camera model, the relationship between point P and its image p is given by
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where λ is an arbitrary scale factor, (R, T) represents the rotation and translation matrices consisting of

extrinsic parameters, A is the matrix of intrinsic parameters with x and y being the focal distances

in pixel units in the x and y directions, and s is the skewness of the two image axes.

For the stereo vision system, the relationship between the two camera coordinate systems must be

determined. The two coordinates of point P in 3D space, i.e., P
L

and P
R

in the left and right camera

coordinate systems, have the following relationship:

SLSR TPRP  (4)

where R
s

is the rotation matrix and T
s

is the translation vector between the two coordinate frames of

the stereo vison system.

To calibrate a Wiimote camera, a calibration plate that holds 36 LEDs as shown in Fig. 5(a) was

used. The pixel coordinates of each LED were provided by Wiimotes directly. Figure 6 indicates a

pictorial representation of the 36 LEDs at two different locations as seen by a Wiimote in the camera

HH
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coordinate system. The Firefly camera was calibrated with a chessboard as shown in Fig. 5(b). The

coordinates of each corner pixel in calibrating the Firefly camera were obtained through image

processing and corner extraction. During the calibration process, the plate was moved to different

locations in the camera’s field of view. We determined the intrinsic parameters of the Firefly MV and

Wiimote cameras using a calibration algorithm developed by Zhang [14], which has been coded by

Bouguet [2] as a Camera Calibration Toolbox of the MATLAB software.

Fig. 5: Calibration plate: (a) a plate with 36 LEDs for Wiimote camera,

(b) a chessboard for Firefly MV camera.

Fig. 6: Data collected

from a calibration plate.

5 IMAGE PROCESSING

Images from the cameras contain a lot of data that is not useful for tracking marker- based objects.

This additional data can be termed “noise,” which can be reduced greatly by placing an infrared filter

over the camera’s lens. The filter, however, is not sufficient to block the noise completely. Depending

upon the ambient lighting, the amount of noise varies. In order to overcome this problem, the images

must undergo a series of transformations so as to reduce their noise, making it easier to find the LEDs

in the images. Many open- source image processing algorithms and software are available today. The

choice depends on the language of preference and ease of implementation. An open- source computer

vision and artificial intelligence library called AForge.NET [8] was selected. Our main purpose was to

identify the pixel coordinates of the center point of each LED. Only the Firefly MV camera- based

motion capture system needs to go through the following image processing procedures. Since

Wiimotes can provide the image coordinates directly, the following image processing procedures do

not need to be implemented in the Wiimote- based motion capture system.

5.1 Center Extraction

Figure 7 demonstrates the various stages in the process of extracting the center point of each LED. The

image is first converted to a grayscale image (Fig. 7(a)) to reduce the search space by reducing the data

to be processed per pixel to 8 bits. The grayscale image is then sent to a threshold filter, which

performs binarization on the image based on the threshold set. Its output is visible in Fig.7 (b). The

search space is then reduced to 1 bit per pixel. The resulting image is now ready to be processed for

extracting the “blobs,” which are regions in the image that are either brighter or darker than their

surroundings. The process limits itself to identifying the groups of pixels whose color is white (binary

bit is 1) and are connected together. The AForge.Net framework provides classes for blob extraction

and represents them with a best- fit rectangle (see Fig. 7(c)). The center of this rectangle is then taken

as the center point representing the LED (see Fig. 7(d)). Note that the colors are inverted for better

visual representation. The sensitivity (resolution) of the camera is increased by a factor of 2 because

the pixel coordinates for the center can be represented to the precision of half a pixel.
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Fig. 7: Various stages in image processing: (a) image from camera, (b) after threshold binarization, (c)

blobs extracted, and (d) single pixel representing the center of each blob.

5.2 Blob Filtering

The next step is to remove certain points based on the size and shape of their blobs. To do this, we

placed LEDs at a distance of about 7m from the cameras (farther than twice the required range). We

tracked the blob sizes over the entire field of view and found about 92% over the size of 5 pixels and

about 7% from 3 to 5 pixels, and the minimum size observed was 3 pixels. Based on these experimental

results, blobs less than 2 pixels in width or height were classified as noise. Another observation was

that an LED always emits a circular glow, thus non- circular blobs were rejected as LEDs.

5.3 Static Noise Masking

A motion capture system can be used in various applications and needs to be robust to support

environments other than an ideal lab environment. In many situations, there exists static noise in the

environment from ambient lighting that is not of interest. To overcome this problem, static noise

masking is implemented, wherein after the cameras have been set up, the environment is scanned for

static reflexes without the presence of any LEDs. If static noise is found, the pixel coordinates, along

with the details of the blob (e.g., height and width), are stored in a file. While tracking, each detected

blob is verified against the set of stored blobs and rejected if the details match (location within a range

of ± 2 pixels and size within a range of ± 2 pixels). If an LED is placed at exactly the same position as a

source of static noise, its position might match, but the size of its blob will be different and hence will

not be confused for noise. If there is a shift in the position of static noise, a simple click of a button

will re- scan the surroundings and store the new noise data.

6 CORRESPONDENCE OF LEDS IN TWO IMAGES

The correspondence algorithm determines the pixel coordinates of an LED in the second camera given

the coordinates from the first camera. To ease the process of finding the corresponding point, the

constraints of epipolar geometry on the pinhole camera model can be used. Epipolar geometry is the

geometry of stereo vision wherein geometric constraints are placed on the 2D projections of 3D points

in the scene. When two cameras see the same object from different positions, a number of geometric

constraints are placed on the images. These constraints are calculated using the camera calibration

results.
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Figure 8 shows a sample image with 20 LEDs in a scene from two Firefly MV cameras. It typically is

difficult to directly identify the corresponding LEDs. Because the views are related to each other, the

correspondence between them is solved by using the constraints imposed by epipolar geometry. The

Wiimote can identify only up to four points at a time, so those four points must be linked through the

following methods.

Fig. 8: Image with multiple LEDs visible in 2 Firefly MV cameras.

6.1 Epipolar Geometry

A few terms that will be used throughout this description are Epipoles, Epipolar Lines, Focal Point,

Fundamental Matrix (also known as Camera Matrix), and Image Plane. In Fig. 9, consider point P as the

point of interest seen by the two cameras in a stereo vision system. The projection of point P on the

left camera is P
L

and on the right is P
R
. Points O

L
and O

R
are the optical centers of the two cameras. The

line joining the optical centers O
L

and O
R

is called the baseline. The point at which the baseline

intersects the right camera image plane is the epipole of the right camera, E
R,

and the point at which

the baseline intersects the left camera image plane is the Epipole of the left camera, E
L
. The line passing

through projection P
R

and epipole E
R

is the epipolar line for point P in the right image according to the

left image.

Fig. 9: Epipolar constraint.

A three- step procedure for finding the corresponding points in the two images has been

implemented. It is an extension of the triangulation algorithm described by Hartley and Sturm [6]. The

first step is a minimization step in which the points in the right camera image are shortlisted with

respect to their distance to the epipolar lines formed by each point in the left camera image. These

shortlisted points fall into two categories based on two different thresholds, i.e., the threshold for

reprojection error (t
RP

) and the threshold for the ordering constraint (t
OC

). Step 2 is the calculation of

reprojection error in which the epipolar line of each of the shortlisted points is reprojected on the left

camera and the minimum sum- of- squares function is used to solve the ambiguity. The threshold t
RP

is

used to shortlist the candidates for this step. The third step is to apply the ordering constraint to the

pair of points whose threshold t
OC

is not as small as t
RP

but remains within the range to be considered

ambiguous. Each of these steps is discussed in detail in the following subsections.
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6.2 Epipolar Distance

Given the intrinsic parameters in Eq. (5), F
0

is called the fundamental matrix of the camera and is

obtained using the following mathematical operation

ܨ ൌ ோܣ�
ି். [ܶ]Ǥܴ Ǥܣ

ିଵ (5)

where

T = [t
x
, t

y
, t

z
] (6)

[ܶ] ൌ �

Ͳ െݐ௭ ௬ݐ
௭ݐ Ͳ െݐ௫
െݐ௬ ௫ݐ 0

 (7)

For each point U
L
= (u

L
, v

L
) in the left camera image, the epipolar line in the right camera image can be

represented by

l
R

= F
0

x U
L

(8)

From Eq. (8) l
R

can be represented by a 2D line equation, and the distance to it with respect to each

point in the right camera image is calculated. This is known as the epipolar distance. Figure 10 shows a

sample scenario with epipolar lines drawn on the right camera image based on the points in the left

camera image. The three conditions described below arise based on the threshold of epipolar

distances.

Fig. 10: Epipolar lines.

If there is no point in the right camera that lies within the threshold t
OC

of the epipolar line for the

current point from the left camera, then that point is declared as not corresponded. In the image in Fig.

10, point 4 in the left image has no point which lies within the threshold of line 4 in the right image

(due to occlusion).

If only one point lies within t
OC

, then that point in the right image is paired with the point of the

left image currently under consideration. The 3D position of this point is calculated, and the two

images of this point are marked as corresponded so that they are not considered for the rest of the

points. Lines 3, 5 and 6 in Fig. 10 satisfy this criterion.

If multiple points fall within the threshold, two conditions arise. If they fall within the threshold

t
RP

, the reprojection error between them is calculated. Otherwise, if they lie within the threshold t
OC

but

are greater than t
RP

, then the ordering constraint is applied to find the corresponding point. Note that

points 1 and 2 in Fig. 10 are corresponded using the ordering criterion while points 7 and 8 are solved

using the reprojection error.
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6.3 Reprojection Error

Hartley and Strum [6] have solved the problem of finding the 3D position of a point given its images

from two calibrated cameras by formulating the triangulation problem as a least squares minimization

problem. The process of triangulation, as discussed earlier, requires the intersection of two epipolar

lines in space. However, due to inaccuracies in calculating the LED’s midpoint, the epipolar lines do not

necessarily meet in space. Least squares minimization can be used to find the optimal point of

intersection. This concept is used to find the minimum reprojection error between a pair of ambiguous

points.

Consider Fig. 11, which illustrates that in trying to find the corresponding point for U
L

in the left

camera image, points U
R(red)

and U
R(blue)

in the right camera image lie very close to the epipolar line L
R

and

hence are termed ambiguous. The reprojected epipolar lines for U
R(red)

and U
R(blue)

on the left camera

image are L
L(red)

and L
L(blue)

, respectively.

Fig. 11: Ambiguous points for reprojection error.

Equation (9) is a cost function that gives the error in calculating the least squares distance for each

of the ambiguous points. In this equation d(L
R
,U

R(red)
) is the distance from point L

R
to line U

R(red)
. To find

the corresponding pair, first find the minimum of e
(red)

and e
(blue)

; the respective U
R

is the point that

corresponds to U
L
.

e
(red)

= [d(L
R
, U

R(red)
)2 + d(L

L(red)
, U

L
)2]

e
(blue)

= [d(L
R
,U

R(blue)
)2 + d(L

L(blue)
,U

L
)2] (9)

The algorithm for identifying the reprojection epipolar lines U
R(red)

and U
R(blue)

was detailed by Hartley

and Strum [6].

6.4 Ordering Criterion

The disparity gradient between two nearby points in two camera images in a stereo vision system is

defined as the difference between disparities divided by their separation in a visual angle [11]. In more

generic terms, the disparity gradient dictates binocular fusion when several objects occur near one

another in a visual field [4]. Since the setup used in this study closely matches the binocular stereo

vision setup (where both cameras are closely parallel to each other, with the relative angle between the

cameras less than 10o), the result of using a disparity gradient to order the LEDs in the two images

based on their relative positions is used.

Using the ordering criterion ensures that the corresponded pair in the right image has been

extracted without having to sacrifice too much on latency. This, however, cannot be used alone because

there is an angle between the cameras. If the cameras were placed perfectly parallel to each other, the

ordering criterion alone would be sufficient for solving the correspondence problem.
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The ordering criterion algorithm works as follows. Each point in the left image has a list of

“shortlisted” candidates, which contains the IDs of those candidates in the right image that lie within

the threshold. Each point in the right image has a list of “probable” candidates, which contains the IDs

of the left image points that have shortlisted the right image points. Consider, in Fig. 12, that L
2

stores

R
2

and R
3

as shortlisted candidates. L
3

stores R
2

and R
3
as shortlisted candidates. Now, since R

2
has been

shortlisted by L
2

and L
3
, it stores both of them as probable candidates, as does R

3
. This data is stored,

and after iterating through all the points using the reprojection error correspondence algorithm, the

pair of ambiguous candidates is selected from the shortlisted candidates, and a directional vector is

formed between them (LEDs). If the directions of the vectors in both the left and right images are

identified to be the same, they are assumed to be correctly corresponded; otherwise, the LEDs are

swapped, resulting in corresponding LEDs.

Fig. 12: Ambiguous points for ordering criteria.

Tests have been performed to quantify improvements by incorporating the ordering constraint

algorithm described above. The results show that 19% more images were corresponded correctly with

the inclusion of the ordering constraint algorithm, and only 3% of the points showed false positives

using the ordering constraint algorithm as compared to using only the reprojection error.

The 3D coordinates of these corresponded points can be calculated based on the stereo vision

triangulation algorithm. The result of this step is a collection of points whose 3D coordinates in the

real world are known.

7 OBJECT IDENTIFICATION

Object identification deals with extracting the set of LEDs that belongs to each object. The Wiimote can

only track one object at a time, so no object identification is required for the Wiimote based motion

capture system. Figure 13 shows a typical rigid body target used to track an object when using a stereo

vision system that can track multiple objects. It consists of 4 LEDs and a battery pack to power the

LEDs. Each of the targets is different from the others in their arrangement of LEDs. The set of 6

distances formed by each pair of the 4 LEDs must be unique to each target and is used in order to

differentiate the various targets from the corresponded LEDs.

Fig. 13: Single rigid body target.
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7.1 Object Identification Process

We used two algorithms, namely, complexity reduction and maximum clique, for the object

identification process. These algorithms were adopted from Pintaric, et al. [10].

7.1.1 Complexity reduction

Complexity reduction reduces the search space for the graph search algorithm to find the maximum

clique. The steps (with details provided in the following subsections) involved in the complexity

reduction algorithm are as follows:

i. Calculate the distance between every pair of LEDs

ii. Form the Euclidian Distance Matrix (EDM)

iii. For each object,

(a) Measure the distance between every pair of LEDs

(b) For each distance in EDM(i, j) calculate the correlation score based on the Gaussian

distribution equation

(10)

(c) Create the Correlation Score Matrix (CSM) based on the EDM using Eq. (10)

(d) Identify each CSM(i, j) that lies within a threshold

(e) Form the Edge Matrix (EM) from the CSM considering the correlation scores lying within the

threshold

iv. Use the edge matrix to represent a connected graph

7.1.2 Maximum clique

A clique [9] in an undirected graph G = (V, E) can be defined as the subset of vertices C ⊆ V in a graph

such that every two vertices in C are connected. This is equivalent to saying that the sub- graph is a

complete graph. Extending this concept, a maximal clique is a clique that cannot be extended by

adding another vertex. Thus, a maximum clique is the clique of the largest possible size (in terms of

the number of vertices) in a given graph. Let the sub- graph after complexity reduction be G (V, E). The

main idea of the algorithm is to initially identify the largest clique C
1

that contains the vertex V
1

and

then to find the largest clique C
2

in G- {V
1
} that contains V

2
, and so on. Finally, the largest clique

obtained gives the set of LEDs that belong to the object under consideration. In our case, the largest

clique always contained 4 vertices, and there is only one clique of this size. The only possibility of

having more than 1 clique containing 4 vertices is when two identical marker targets (or 2 marker

targets with the same set of distances between LEDs but with a different positional arrangement) are

being tracked. This should be taken care of while preparing the marker targets to avoid any confusion.

We implemented the method developed by Carraghan et al. [5] and found it to be a very efficient and

easy method for implementing the maximum clique search.

7.2 New Object Calibration

The complexity reduction algorithm is based on the distance between each pair of LEDs in every object.

Distance information is needed for the algorithm to work, but storing the information manually is

tedious. This information is stored automatically during the process of object calibration.

Each new object introduced into the environment for the first time must go through the process of

object calibration wherein the object’s information is stored. When one object is moved in 3D space in

the calibration process, it is necessary to make sure that no other object is visible. The process lasts

for about 5 seconds, during which a great deal of information is collected and stored. This data is
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processed and later used for the complexity reduction algorithm, the LED numbering algorithm, and

the default orientation algorithm.

7.2.1 Calibration for complexity reduction

The complexity reduction algorithm [10] requires using the pair- wise distances between each pair of

LEDs in the object. At each time frame during the object calibration process, the distance between each

pair of LEDs is calculated. The set of 6 distances D
i
is then sorted and compared to the previous set D

(i-

1)
. If the difference of any of the 6 distances between the 2 frames is greater than a pre- determined

threshold (which was set at twice the accuracy of the system in our study), the value is rejected. This is

done in case there is a calculation error at a particular frame; it should not negatively affect the

calibration result. The number of frames rejected is stored and used as a parameter in judging the

calibration result. Along with this procedure, the overall variance in the accepted frames is calculated

and can be used as the primary criterion for judging the result. If the data is accepted, the set of

distances is stored in the sorted order.

7.2.2 Calibration for sequencing LEDs

The process of object identification gives the set of LEDs that belong to each object. A set of three out

of the four LEDs is used to estimate the object’s orientation. However, the same set of LEDs must be

used in each frame. This leads to the problem of how to sequence the LEDs within the object. To solve

this issue, an algorithm has been developed that stores certain information during the calibration to

number the LEDs within the object, and the same information is used during tracking.

The algorithm for numbering the LEDs works as follows. Consider the set of LEDs {L
1
, L

2
, L

3
, L

4
} ∈

object O
i
. During calibration, a Euclidian distance matrix is created. The pair of LEDs representing the

smallest distance is extracted. The one that is considered the primary LED is labeled L
1
. The set of

distances {L
1
L

2
, L

1
L

3
, L

1
L

4
} is calculated and stored in ascending order. Table 1 consists of a sample

scenario in which the distance between LEDs L
2

and L
3

is the smallest. LED L
2

is selected, and the set of

distances {L
2
L

1
, L

2
L

3
, L

2
L

4
} represented by {4, 1, 6} is sorted in ascending order and then stored. In this

case, {1, 4, 6} is stored as the set.

L
1

L
2

L
3

L
4

L
1

0 4 3 2

L
2

4 0 1 6

L
3

3 1 0 5

L
4

2 6 5 0

Tab. 1: Euclidian distance matrix in calibration.

During tracking, the same algorithm is repeated. In every frame, once the object has been

identified, the Euclidian distance matrix is calculated. The pair of LEDs forming the minimum distance

is extracted. Table 2 displays the two possible scenarios that can arise during tracking. Consider Tab.

2(b). If LED L
2

is selected because the pair L
2
- L

3
has the smallest distance, the calculated order would

have been {1, 3, 5}. This, when verified against the stored data, does not match. Thus, the next available

option, LED L
3

of pair L
3
- L

2
, is selected, and its set of distances {1, 4, 6} is then verified against the

stored order of {1, 4, 6}. Once this set is matched against the stored data, the order of LEDs is {L
2
, L

3
, L

1
,

L
4
} for case (a) and {L

3
, L

2
, L

1
, L

4
} for (b).

L
1

L
2

L
3

L
4

L
1

0 4 3 2
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L
2

4 0 1 6

L
3

3 1 0 5

L
4

2 6 5 0

(a) Case in which the 1st selection is the correct one

L
1

L
2

L
3

L
4

L
1

0 3 4 2

L
2

3 0 1 5

L
3

4 1 0 6

L
4

2 5 6 0

(b) Case in which the 2nd selection is the correct one

Tab. 2: Possible Euclidian distance matrix in tracking.

7.2.3 Calibration for finding the initial orientation

Each object in the real world is represented by a set of 4 LEDs whose 3D positions are used to calculate

the object’s orientation. The problem that arises while tracking is that, though the calculated

orientation and change in orientation in consecutive frames measure up, they do not match the actual

orientation of the object in the real world. This occurs because the rotation axes in the real (physical)

world and in the virtual (simulation) world are different. Consider Fig. 14, where the local coordinate

system of the part in the physical world is displayed in Fig. 14(a) and the CAD model’s local coordinate

system is displayed in Fig. 14(b). Clearly, it is necessary to match these two coordinates systems for

purpose of simulation generation based on CAD modeling and motion capture. This issue is solved

during the object calibration step.

Fig. 14: Object’s local coordinate system.

7.2.3.1. Orientation calculation

Once the object is identified and the LEDs are numbered, the first three LEDs of the object are used to

calculate the orientation. Figure 15 represents an object with four LEDs {1, 2, 3, 4} in which LEDs {1, 2,

3} are used to calculate the orientation. The process of calculating the orientation involves first

forming a unit vector by joining 1- 2 and then forming another vector by joining 1- 3. These vectors

together represent a plane in the 3D space. The vector perpendicular to this plane, 1- Zc, is calculated,

and this vector represents the z- axis. Then, a plane is formed using vectors 1- 2 and 1- Zc, and the

perpendicular line 1- Yr, which lies on the plane formed by 1- 2 and 1- 3 and is perpendicular to 1- 2, is

calculated. The vectors 1- 2, 1- Yr and 1- Zc together represent the local coordinate system of the object

whose center is at LED #1. This process identifies the orientation of the object.
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Fig. 15: Calculation of orientation.

It is clear from the above procedure that the object’s axis of rotation is centered at LED #1 and its

orientation is parallel to the plane formed by {1, 2, 3}, as shown in Fig. 14(a). If this plane is parallel to

the plane of the real- world object being tracked, then the calculated orientation will match the real-

world orientation.

7.2.3.2. Orientation matching

To match an object’s real- world and virtual- world orientations, the object must be placed in its rest

(default) position at the beginning of the object calibration process. The object’s initial information is

stored. Once it is calibrated, the orientation is calculated from the initial information. Then, its inverse

is stored along with the object’s calibration information. At the time of tracking, this inverse of the

rotation matrix is multiplied with the calculated orientation to achieve the relative orientation. Using

this process, the rotation in the virtual world is aligned with that in the real world automatically, and

there is no need for any manual intervention.

8 MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

Tracking accuracy is determined by the difference between the positional data generated by the motion

tracking system and the actual data in the real world. Two LEDs were set 19.5 cm apart in a wand. The

wand was moved randomly at a distance of 2 - 2.5 m from the Wiimote based vision system and Firefly

MV based vision system. The distance between the two markers from the obtained image data for

many locations of the wand was calculated. The RMS distance error observed for the Wiimote based

system was 2.7 mm, as shown in Fig. 17, and 0.75mm for the Firefly MV based system, as shown in

Fig.18. This result was comparable to that obtained by a commercially available, fairly expensive

system [10].

Fig. 17: Accuracy with Wiimote based Fig. 18: Accuracy with Firefly MV camera

stereo vision system. based stereo vision system.
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9 APPLICATION TO ASSEMBLY SIMULATION

For automated assembly simulation, we have developed an interface between our motion capture

system and the NX software from Siemens. NX provides an Application Programming Interface (API)

named NXOpen, which allows the user to communicate with CAD models in NX and to perform various

tasks through Microsoft’s .NET framework. We have utilized this API to develop assembly simulations

in which the user can perform analyses and play/pause, zoom, pan, rotate, and other operations on the

simulated assembly process.

During the motion capture, the data from the stereo system was smoothed and stored in an XML

file, which contained information about the part being tracked, the timestamp and the coordinate

details of the part. We implemented a speed setting so that the timestamp of the motion capture data

and the animation speed can be adjusted according to the time elapsed in the simulation and the

current timestamp of the data. The XML data file and the CAD models of the assembly served as inputs

to the simulation engine we developed. Once the data has been loaded, the user has various options,

such as to hide or display unused CAD models, select animation speed, and add more XML data files.

9.1 Data Smoothing

Because the measured data sometimes fluctuated during the motion capture, different techniques,

including the moving average, the B- spline curve, and the Bezier curve, were considered for smoothing

the captured data. Considering the need for both accuracy and real- time animation in the assembly

simulation, the choice was made to implement the moving average technique. The implementation of

this technique in the computer code revealed a considerable improvement in the generated dynamic

simulation of CAD models. Figure 19 displays the data before and after smoothing using a five- point

moving average. The data after taking the moving average is substantially smoother than the original

data.

Fig. 19: Data before and after smoothing.

9.2 Demonstration of the Stereo Vision Systems

The Firefly MV and Wiimote based stereo vision systems have been demonstrated to track the

assembly operation of a prototype MSAT (Micro Satellite) frame shown in Fig. 20, for purpose of real-

time automation simulation generation. CAD models were generated in NX for the various parts of the

MSAT frame.

The locations of the LEDs mounted on the various MSAT frame parts were decided beforehand. The

local coordinate system in the virtual world was set at the same location as that of the physical LED

marker. Points of symmetry were chosen normally to mount the LEDs for ease of locating them

physically and specifying the corresponding coordinate frames on the CAD models. Figure 21 shows

the corresponding sensor locations on the CAD models for several parts.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 20: The MSAT prototype frame:

(a) Physical prototype, (b) CAD assembly model.

Fig. 21: LED locations for several parts of the

MSAT prototype frame.

The LEDs powered by button cells were used in the Wiimote based motion tracking system. The

small sizes of these cells allowed them to attach the LEDs easily onto the physical parts. Figure 22(a)

depicts the motion capture and the automated generation of CAD model based simulation in real time

during the MSAT assembly process. As discussed previously, the limitation of the Wiimote based

system is that it can track the position and orientation of only one object because Wiimotes can only

detect up to 4 LEDs.

The Firefly MV based system can track multiple objects at the same time. Five pre- assembled

targets with wide- angle IR LEDs powered by small battery packs were attached to the five different

physical parts of the MSAT frame shown in Fig. 22(b). The motions of the parts were captured by the

Firefly MV system simultaneously, and the CAD model based simulation shown in Fig. 22(b) was

generated automatically in real time during the MSAT assembly process.

Fig. 22: Real- time generation of CAD model simulation with (a) Wiimote based motion capture (b)

Firefly MV based motion capture.

If only one object’s movement needs to be tracked, the Wiimote based motion tracking system is a

good choice because it is wireless, portable and extremely cheap. To track multiple objects

simultaneously, however, the Firefly MV based motion tracking system can be employed. Besides the

capability of tracking multiple objects, it has better accuracy at a price that remains affordable (less

than $1000).
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10 CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the development of stereo vision systems based on Wiimotes and Firefly MV

cameras for 3D motion capture, as well as their use in generating automated simulations of assembly

operations. The system’s software architecture has been developed to enable the stereo vision system

to operate with a wide range of cameras and to make the system easily expandable for future

enhancements. Software has been developed to allow maintaining the desired frame rate of image

capture and synchronization. Different algorithms have been implemented and integrated to address

the LED correspondence issue. Effective solutions have been developed to address various technical

issues encountered during the system implementation, including calibrating objects and registrering

the real- world and virtual- world coordinate frames. Finally, with the Wiimote and Firefly MV based

systems, we have demonstrated that the simulation of an assembly operation can be generated

automatically in real time with fairly good accuracy. CAD model based simulation with motion capture

as described can provide detailed simulations of assembly operations with animated movements of

tools, workpieces and operators. It can be used to train assembly operators, improve existing assembly

tasks, and plan new assembly tasks.
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